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Introduction
Everything still has a price. There are great powers in 

the Sixth World, and they can do things we might have 
trouble imagining, but there’s still a price they need to 
pay. The grander the action, the higher the price.

In early 2081, the UCAS, one of the mightiest na-
tions in the Sixth World, nearly collapsed. One of their 
largest employers—Ares, the last megacorp headquar-
tered in the nation—announced that they were leaving. 
The nation then had an entire army corps disappear, 
followed by blackouts hitting several major cities and 
subsequent economic and physical devastation. Neigh-
boring nations then came in to sweep up the wreck-
age, and large sections of the border areas departed for 
greener pastures. What was left was a shell.

Bringing down a nation like that doesn’t come easy. 
There’s a price to be paid, and it doesn’t always come 
in a currency you recognize. Slip Streams shows some 
of that price, and how the payment might be higher 
than anyone expected.

Frayed Fabric starts the book with a description of 
what’s going on in the Sixth World—alchera and oth-
er tears in the fabric of reality appearing across the 
world. Soldiers of III Corps connects those ruptures to 
the troops from the missing UCAS Army corps—some 
of which are now returning. Bad Mojo pushes the issue 
further, looking at some of the possible causes of these 
tears and how different powers of the world might be 
taking advantage of them. Should the runners want to 
be involved in the investigation into the alchera, Who 
You Gonna Call? profiles some of the organizations 
interested in this part of the Sixth World, focusing on 
their goals and activities. Hiring Board gets more spe-
cific, looking at a few dozen jobs available that runners 
could take on. Cast of Shadows has the game stats on 

people they might meet while on the job, while Game 
Information provides rules connected to the events 
and phenomena in this book.

What’s Up with  
the Metaplanes

Here’s some background for some of the events of 
this book. For sixty-seven years after the Awakening, 
astral space was only open to the Awakened—magi-
cians and dual-natured beings who could perceive as-
trally, or leave their physical shells behind and wander 
disembodied through astral space. The metaplanes 
were even more remote—available only to initiates 
with the will and discipline to pass the Dweller on the 
Threshold. Rare astral rifts and powerful spirits with 
the astral gateway power could sometimes open the 
way for astral travelers to reach the metaplanes. But 
for most of shadowrunners, they seemed forever out 
of reach.

The Yellowstone Calamity in 2078 signaled a shift 
in the functions of the planes (magic has a way of nev-
er staying still). It tore a hole in the fabric of reality. 
For the first time, a doorway opened from the material 
world to a metaplane—not just a path for astral travel-
ers, but a physical portal that anyone, even mundanes, 
could step through and enter another dimension: the 
Faerie Court. 

Since that event, other gateways have been report-
ed, leading to other destinations. Rare, unpredictable, 
and unstable, but still undeniably real. You need to 
know that they’re out there. And if you see one of 
them—run away!

To understand the function of the metaplanes, use 
the definitions in the Astral Glossary below and the 
info in The Astral Plane, p. 159, SR6.

astral glossary

Alchera: A place where the material world intersects briefly 
with a metaplane. Manifest alchera are intangible; they can only 
be seen, never touched. Reflection alchera are echoes of events 
that happened in the past. Materialized alchera introduce some-
thing new to the physical environment, and seem real while they 
last. Displacement alchera temporarily erase part of the exist-
ing world and replace it with something else. Think twice before 
climbing a phantom tower—it could vanish any moment and leave 
you hanging in empty air.

Astral form: The astral body of a magician, focus, spirit, or 
other being active on the astral plane. 

Astral gateway: An astral rift created by a spirit. It enables 
mundanes to perceive and project astrally, and opens the way to 
a metaplane that bypasses the Dweller. 

Astral perception: The ability to see into astral space and 
interact with things there. 

Astral portal: Mundanes who pass through an astral portal 
temporarily experience astral perception (physical transference) 
or projection (astral transference). 

Astral projection: The ability to separate your astral form 
from your physical body and travel through astral space. 

Astral rift: A bridge between astral and physical space, 
where anyone (mundane or Awakened) can experience both 
astral perception and astral projection. Some rifts allow projec-
tion into a specific metaplane, without facing the Dweller on the 

Threshold. Your body stays behind, though, so don’t forget where 
you left your meat. 

Astral shallow: A place where the barrier between astral and 
physical space is thin, allowing mundanes to view astral forms but 
not touch them. 

Astral space (a.k.a., the astral plane): A parallel spirit 
world alongside our own, a reflection made of magical energy 
generated by all living things. Only magical beings and objects 
that are actively present in astral space have solid astral forms. 
Nonmagical living things have colorful, glowing auras but are in-
tangible, while mundane objects are dim, grey shadows of their 
physical forms.

Mana ebb: A place where mana is weak, and magic is more 
difficult. 

Mana flow: A place where mana is strong, and magic is easier. 
Mana void: A place where mana is completely depleted, and 

magic does not work.
Metaplanar gateway (a.k.a. metaplanar rift): A portal that 

opens directly into a metaplane and enables anyone (mundane or 
Awakened) to go there in the flesh, without astral travel. 

Metaplane: Beyond astral space are an infinite number 
of metaplanes, shaped of metaphors, abstract concepts, and 
stranger things. Magical initiates can learn to travel through as-
tral space to the metaplanes, but this is difficult and dangerous. 

Void door: A portal into a dimension of raw mana, dangerous 
for the unprepared.
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CONNECTING TO JACKPOINT VPN...
...IDENTITY SPOOFED
...ENCRYPTION KEYS GENERATED
...CONNECTED TO ONION ROUTERS

JACKPOINT STATS
88 Users are active on the network.

LATEST NEWS
United Nations says that the status of the UCAS  
on the Security Council will be “re-evaluated.”

PERSONAL ALERTS
>>> You have 11 new private messages.

>>> You have 6 new responses to your JackPoint posts.

>>> A small Japanese tea room has appeared in your living room.

There are six Members online and in your area.

Your Current Rep Score: 720 (64% Positive)

There are six Members online and in your area.

YOUR CURRENT REP SCORE: 720 (64% Positive)

CURRENT TIME: 12 May 2081, 2310 hrs

>LOGIN
>ENTER PASSCODE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
...BIOMETRIC SCAN CONFIRMED
CONNECTED TO <ERROR: NODE UNKNOWN>

Welcome back to JackPoint, chummer; your last connection was severed 26 hours, 8 minutes, 42 seconds ago

TODAY’S HEADS-UP
Life seeming especially unreal lately? It’s not just you—reality seems to be having trouble keeping it together. 
—Glitch

INCOMING
>>> Do you know how many attack options you have from your current position? You should.  [TAG: FIRING SQUAD]

>>> Who’s a threat, who’s an asset, who’s a little of both?  [TAG: COLLAPSING NOW]

>>> One of the great powers of magic is to make the world stranger.  [TAG: STREET WYRD]

TOP NEWS ITEMS
>>> Johnny and Gabrielle Spinrad to take spectacular delayed honeymoon in new reality trid series.
>>> Seattle officials say independence has “breathed new life” into the city.
>>> Injuries at Bugstomp Music Festival called “just part of the life” by organizers.

“A sucking chest wound in the skin of eternity.”
—“The Dreams a Nightmare Dreams,” Harlan Ellison
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Wild Ride
by RJ Thomas

“Onyx, it’s been a while.” 
“Hoi there, Sully. I … almost expected you to 

bounce this call.”
“What kind of trouble are ya in?”
“Is it that obvious?”
“Call it an educated guess.”
“Yeah … look, I know what my rep’s become, and 

I know you’re likely to bring a drek-ton of heat down 
on your head by just taking this call but … but I’ve got 
nowhere else to turn.”

“First, I told ya then and I’ll tell ya again now; I 
don’t blame ya for what went down on last year. That 
was all Tanner’s doing; ya just got caught up in it all 
and had to make a no-win decision.”

“Lot of other people don’t see it that way.”
“Lot of other people ain’t me. And if they still 

have a beef, they can talk to me about it up-close 
and personal-like. I told you a long time ago that 
if ya ever needed me, I’d be there, and that didn’t 
change.” 

“Thank you.”
“Now on to the second thing—you need a quiet 

ride or a loud one, and for how many?”

“Quiet, but I don’t know how much longer that’ll 
matter, you scan? And it’s for two, me … and my 
brother.”

“Wow. Okay, yeah, I read ya. Pick up, destination, 
and when?”

“I’ll send you encrypted text with the data after we 
disconnect. Time is ASAP, because I got that feeling 
again, you know?”

“Yeah, last time you had that particular feeling, they 
were pulling bodies out of the rubble for a week. Get 
ready to roll, I’ll fire up Goldie and be there soon as I 
can.”

Forty minutes, thirty-six seconds late. 
I looked at Goldie’s AR chronometer (again) and 

grunted, watching the seconds tick away. Anyone with 
two good brain cells would have figured that some-
thing had gone sideways and it was time to cut losses, 
call it a night. 

That might have been the smart play, but I’ve never 
been accused of being smart. Stubborn—oh yeah, plen-
ty of times. I may not have the traditional brains, but 
what I do have is a gut that’s never steered me wrong, 
not once. A few close calls, sure. But it’s kept my skin 
intact in the New York shadows longer than I had any 
right to—almost twenty-five years now.

And my gut told me to wait just a bit longer. 

SLIP STREAMS  //   
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